BRAND GUIDELINES FOR MERCHANTS
VERSION 1.0
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1.0
Logos
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LOGO SUITE

Master Logo
The Settle logo has two
components: the ‘note’ symbol
and the wordmark.
The supplied logo files must not
be altered in any way, including
the colors, angle or relationship
between the elements
The Settle wordmark can be used
alone, without the “note” symbol.
While Settle and the “note”
symbol are registered trademarks
of Settle Group, there is no need
to use a trademark ™ or the ®
symbol in communications,
unless Settle Group has expressly
asked you to do so.
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Clear space
The minimum clear space for the
Master logo is equivalent to half
the width of X.
Minimum size
The minimum recommended
height of the logo is 2.5mm for
print and 27px high on-screen.
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Print height 9.5mm
Screen height 27px
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LOGO SUITE

The Wordmark
By default, you should use the
complete logo. This is the lockup
that includes both the ‘note’
symbol and the wordmark.
Restrictions in shape or space
may require that the Settle
wordmark be used alone, such
as on small tiles, social media,
websites and so on. In these
situations, it’s acceptable to use
the wordmark separated from the
‘note’ symbol; however, the ‘note’
symbol should appear in close
proximity whenever possible.
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Clear space
The minimum clear space for the
Settle wordmark is equivalent to
the height of the “S” in the Settle
wordmark.
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Minimum size
The minimum recommended
height of the logo is 2.5mm for
print and 7px high on-screen.
Print height 2.5mm
Screen height 7px
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LOGO SUITE

The Note monogram
By default, you should use the
complete logo. This is the lockup
that includes both the ‘note’
symbol and the wordmark.
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Restrictions in shape or space
may require that the Note symbol
be used alone, such as on small
tiles, social media, websites
and so on. In these situations,
it’s acceptable to use the ‘note’
symbol separated from the
wordmark; however, “Settle”
should appear in text adjacent
to the ‘note’ symbol whenever
possible.
Clear space
Where the note monogram is
used in isolation, it is to have
adequate white space.
The clear space on either side
of the note symbol within the
holding shape should be equal to
half the width of the symbol.
Minimum size
The minimum recommended
height of the symbol is
5mm high for print and 15px
on-screen.

1/2 X

Print: 5mm
Screen 15px
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LOGO SUITE

Using our logo in text
When using our logo, or in fact our
name when creating text, we have
the following rules:

Settle is a name
Since Settle is a name, we expect it to be written with a capitalised S.

Settle for you
When we talk about Settle as a brand, product or service for people, we talk
about ourselves as Settle for you.

Settle for business
When we talk about Settle as a brand, product or service for businesses, we
talk about ourselves as Settle for business.

We always address the consumer or business directly, individually and we
therefore say; Settle for you, and Settle for business, as something that is
being served to you, As opposed to my Settle, your Settle, her Settle. We
serve you, so we are for you, and your business.
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LOGO SUITE

Master Logo
The Settle brand colors are
Norwegian Red and Norwegian
Blue. This is the preferred use
of the logo. Avoid placing the
full colour logo on a colored or
photographic background to
ensure the logo is always legible.
The logo should be reversed to
white where contrast is limited
(i.e., a colored background or
image). A version with the red
‘note’ symbol is also available
for use on Norwegian Blue
backgrounds or dark images
where the red isn’t conflicting with
other elements.
A black logo is allowed when
media reproduction is black only.
No other colors or combinations
of the logo are permissible.
The logo may be embossed,
de-bossed, etched or engraved on
materials such as glass, brushed
aluminum or wood.
When placing the logo on a
photographic background, strive
to meet the accessibility contrast
requirements ratio of 4.5:1.
As needed, a 25-35 percent
Norwegian blue overlay increases
text legibility on images.
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DO’S & DO NOT’S

Do’s and do not’s
When using the Settle logo it’s
important to use only the supplied
logo files. These files must not be
changed in any way.

The symbol can be used on it’s own.
The wordmark can be used on its own.
The symbol is available in Norwegian Red,
white or black only.
The wordmark is available in Norwegian
Blue, white or black only.

The spacing between the two items
can not be changed.
No elements of the logo can be changed
in any way.
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DO’S & DO NOT’S

When the master logo is on a dark background,
use the reversed colour option.

The logo can be all white on backgrounds where there
is suitable contrast.

The master colour logo can be used on light backgrounds where
there is sufficient contrast.

The logo can be all white on backgrounds where there
is suitable contrast.
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DO’S & DO NOT’S

When the master logo is on a dark background,
use the reversed colour option.

The logo can be all white on backgrounds where there
is suitable contrast.

The master colour logo can be used on light backgrounds where
there is sufficient contrast.

The logo can be all white on backgrounds where there
is suitable contrast.
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DO’S & DO NOT’S

The relationship between the logo elements cannot be changed
in any way. This includes scale, angle, postion and size.

The logo must not be shown in any other colour other than the
supplied formats.

The relationship between the logo elements cannot be changed
in any way. This includes scale, angle, postion and size.

The logo must never have any effects such as transparencies and
gradients applied.
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2.0
Colours
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MAIN COLOUR PALLETE

Is based on the colours of our master colour logo where the symbol is in
NORWEGIAN RED and the wordmark in NORWEGIAN BLUE.

NORWEGIAN RED

NORWEGIAN BLUE

#FF4731
C0 M86 Y85 K0

#0D1C33
C94 M82 Y50 K61
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SECONDARY COLOUR PALLETE

#F0F0F0

#CCCCCC

#878787

#363636

#0F1C34

#50617C

#274874

#548569

#59B090

#63ABAF

#96CDCF

#72A0C6

#96CBE8

#7E97A0

#DDDFE2

#F0F0F0

#F5F1E4

#F1D6D3

#F0C8B9

#E07166

#FF4731

#9C443C

#643833

#F0E1B1

#D0865F

#C66831

#EEC049

Whenever the two main brand colors does not fit your need,
you can pick any of the below secondary brand colors. Keep
in mind the rules for logo placement and color restrictions.
These alternative colors are good for background variations
and coloring of our brand shapes.

3.0
Co-Branding
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CO-BRANDING
50 / 50 REPRESENTATION

Where possible the Settle logo should
always appear on the left side of the
line. The Settle logo and other logo
should be of equal scale and aligned
horizontally to the optical center of the

Settle logo. The Settle logo selection
(master logo or secondary logo in white
or black) should set the terms for the
other logo representation. For example,
if the master Settle logo (Norwegian Red

and Blue version) is used, than the other
logo should also be the master/principal
version. A line device separates the two
logos. This line should be the height of the
tallest logo.
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CO-BRANDING EXAMPLE

When a partner is using their channels to promote Settle to an existing customer base, it’s important to promote Settle authentically whilst not
confusing the audience. The two different brands should not be mixed together into one brand. The Settle brand can sit next to another brand, but
Settle graphic elements must not be adopted by another brand.
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WHEN YOU PAY
WITH SETTLE
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Settle is developed, owned and
operated by Settle Group in
partnership with national
franchise owners and
distribution partners.
Need help? Let’s talk.
www.settle.eu

